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Abstract  

Wireless data traffic has been growing in a phenomenal speed in the past decade due to the 

proliferation of smart phones. Reducing cell size is a conventional way to meet the demand, 

but deploying new base stations can be very costly. Other alternative techniques, such as 

relay networks and cooperative communications, are too complex for practical applications. 

Besides, they can only provide limited gain.    

  

A large MIMO system involves a very large number (tens or even hundreds) of antennas at 

each BS, serving many simultaneously active users in the same time-frequency resource. 

The concept of large MIMO may lead to a paradigm shift in system design and 

implementation.  

  

This talk will provide an overview on the multiple-access techniques in large MIMO and 

outline the related rationales and feasibility. We will discuss the research progress related to 

antenna correlation, multi-user signal processing and base station cooperation. Our focus is 

on multiple-access techniques that are mostly suitable to large MIMO systems. These new 

techniques are promising in realizing the potential gains of large MIMO. 
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